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ABSTRACT
Disabled people’s experiences and knowledge are oftentimes not
central in design processes. Further, the burden of outreach and
sensitising others to these experiences and knowledge is frequently
not recognised. This paper offers a workshop approach for includ-
ing disabled people in the early stages of design and supporting
accessibility awareness among non-disabled design practitioners.
Our approach and associated tools—designed to help support this
deeper participatory work—bring together users, researchers and
design specialists with different visual abilities (blind, partially
sighted and sighted). We describe how these groups were engaged
with video demos and reflective design cards for prompting con-
versations about technology, accessibility, and visual impairments
(VI). Eight online workshops were conducted with 17 participants
(2-3 participants per session) and found varied types of interactions
between them. Overall, the approach and tools enabled participants
to learn about, share, and reflect on how technologies are used by
visually impaired people (VIP).

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Accessibility design and eval-
uation methods; Collaborative and social computing design and
evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Low accessibility prioritisation and lack of awareness of user di-
versity in the design and development of technologies are com-
monplace [63, 65]. Despite the existence of accessibility guidelines
and standards [74], and the increasing incorporation of accessi-
bility topics in Computer Science curricula [41, 42], much of the
design and development workforce continues to know very little
about how disabled people use technologies and overall are inad-
equately prepared to engage with them [53]. This in turn causes
not only inaccessible products and services, but also advocacy and
access labour that disabled people must engage with, which mostly
remains invisible or under-recognised [14].

In this paper we propose and present results of a workshop
approach to help raise awareness of VI and accessibility, whilst cen-
tring on the participation and experiences of VIP.1 The approach
brings together people with different visual abilities (blind, partially
sighted and sighted) from different technology backgrounds (users,
researchers and design specialists) to discuss technology used by
VIP, through the use of two key materials: 1) video demos to show
examples of technology in-use, and 2) a set of reflective design
cards representing different layers of VIP’s experiences (i.e. compe-
tencies, tools, activities, relations, and locations). These materials
are threaded together to prompt conversations about accessibility
and VI, scaffolding participant reflections. Our main contribution
lies in the articulation of such an approach and materials, build-
ing on some of our previous work. Here we provide a practical
application of video demos in research [59] and the creation of
the reflective design cards which are rooted in previous empirical
work [7, 13, 25, 58, 66]. In this paper we describe and contextu-
alise the background of our workshop approach and the materials
developed. Then, we describe results obtained by conducting 8 on-
line workshops with a total of 17 participants with varied visual
abilities (blind, partially sighted and sighted). Only 2 or 3 people
took part in each workshop to help foster conversation. From these,
we identified five different types of interaction between partici-
pants triggered by the use of video demos and design cards. These
interactional forms consist of:

• Noticing and relating to particular experiences around visual
impairment.

1We acknowledge the diverse language used for referring to disability (e.g. identity-first
vs people-first) and visual impairments (e.g. low vision vs partially sighted) depending
on people’s personal preferences and conventions by geographical regions. As such, in
this paper we use both identity-first and people-first terms. We use participants’ own
descriptions (i.e. blind or partially sighted), and use the term ‘visually impaired’ to
encompass all the participants who are not sighted. Lastly, we use the term ‘different
visual abilities’ to refer to all of the participants.
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• Asking about and explaining the unfamiliar.
• Requesting and giving technology advice.
• Recognising and exchanging experiences in common.
• Adding nuance to technology use perceptions.

We discuss the effectiveness of our approach and materials for
enabling a shared understanding of basic topics across visual abili-
ties, as well as aiding people to consider the functional, social and
situational aspects of using technology as VIP. Lastly, we provide
recommendations for using this approach within design or out-
reaching activities, hoping this contribution adds to efforts seeking
to move away from disability simulations or similar design activ-
ities based on assumptions or replacement of VIP’s participation,
towards methods that recognise their experiential knowledge and
help sighted stakeholders to engage with and learn from them
[9, 70].

2 RELATEDWORK
Here we review two main areas that relate to and shape the present
work. We examine sensitising practices in HCI and design relating
to disabilities, and then we review works for engaging people with
different visual abilities in design.

2.1 Sensitising HCI Practices for Accessible
Design

Different forms of sensitising work have been extensively imple-
mented in HCI and professional design to help researchers and
designers consider a variety of users within their practice. The
quintessential example is User-Centred Design [56], which—while
having clear limitations [27]—invites a consideration of potential
users, their needs and contexts, from early stages. Nevertheless,
this is not always translated into practice, especially when referring
to a diverse set of users such as people with disabilities. Moreover,
those outside of the accessibility domain tend to know very little
of disabled people and how to engage with them [53].

Thus, several design approaches for disability have emerged
in HCI for: orienting designers to focus on people’s abilities [78],
helping them consider social factors in accessible design [67], en-
couraging empowerment of people with disabilities in design pro-
cesses [39], and for advocating a deeper development of empathy
with these users [52]. Likewise, important groundwork to make dis-
abled stories visible in mainstream discourses continues to develop,
including accounts of technology and design [8, 80]. However, cri-
tiques and tensions remain. For example, using toolkits or personas
portraying people with disabilities for prompting design considera-
tion have been pointed out as methods that encourage replacement
rather than direct participation of intended users [9], sometimes
misrepresenting them and reinforcing stereotypes [19, 23]. Sim-
ilarly, some empathy-building and simulation exercises or tools
have been pointed out as insufficient in conveying holistic lived
experiences and thus, perpetuating harmful notions of disability
[9, 45].

Moreover, despite the advancement of participatory and co-
design approaches directly engaging a variety of participants in
various stages of design, there are concerns about extractive or ex-
ploitative design practices, in which ideas and knowledge are taken
without credit or direct benefit [20]. Thus, more work is needed to

reshape design processes to integrate the input and participation of
disabled people within them, not only for prototyping and testing
but also for early stages of design [39].

In this paper, we contribute to support awareness and sensitis-
ing practices through the use of video demos and reflective design
cards, which are discussed in workshop sessions featuring the par-
ticipation of people with and without VI. We focus on provoking
and scaffolding conversation, centring learning and reflection over
problem-solving.

2.2 Engaging Different Visual Abilities in
Design

There have been increasing efforts for involving VIP in co-design
projects [3, 44, 47], exploring different design activities such as
ideation [11, 49] and prototype creation [46], by using scenarios
[17, 60], audio-tactile mockups and audio diaries [46], multisen-
sory storytelling [21], and iterative evaluation of prototypes [47].
More specifically, research has explored design endeavours with
mixed-visual-ability people. For example, technologies that help
to facilitate and enrich interactions between children in schools
[21, 47, 51] or supporting recreation activities [5]. These works
are community or organisational based, which although valuable
for rapport-building and gaining deep understanding of the set-
tings and their members, do not engage with non-disabled people
who are designing mainstream technologies, and rather focus on
dedicated projects. A relevant approach addressing these gaps is
the Design for Social Accessibility (DSA) Framework [63–65, 67]
which establishes three tenets: 1) the incorporation of users with
and without disabilities, 2) the consideration of both functional
and social factors in design, and 3) the use of tools for stimulat-
ing such consideration. For this last tenet, Shinohara et. al have
created a design space and design method cards [65] to aid design
considerations in several implementations of the DSA approach
with non-disabled designers and students, making them engage
with users with different visual abilities in one-off workshops and
across design courses.

We contribute to this body of work by proposing an approach for
engaging people with different visual abilities in reflective practices
rather than co-design.We respond to calls for first allowing learning
about disability without the pressing need to devise solutions [34].
In this work we do not aim for a final design outcome, and instead
offer insights on how participants responded to our materials and
how they further interacted with each other.

3 BACKGROUND OF THEWORKSHOP
APPROACH

Here we provide background information guiding the decisions
behind the approach we have devised and implemented, which
also heavily draws from our own previous research findings and
experiences engaging with VIP [58, 59].

3.1 Demonstrations as a tool for HCI research
Video demos are a powerful tool to communicate technology use
in action, especially to unfamiliar audiences (e.g. [69]). While many
works have analysed videos available online [4, 12, 18] to better un-
derstand user practices and perceptions, and others have analysed
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the motivational [22] and interactional [73] use of video materials,
video demos are an untapped source to explore in design activities.
Although they are a staple project output for showcasing prototypes
or systems [50], little has been done to explore their methodical
character and to understand how people respond to them within
research activities. A relevant example addressing the latter is the
work of Shklovski and Grönvall [68] investigating how people expe-
rienced public demonstrations of a system that makes data leakage
tangible, by communicating it through electrical muscle stimula-
tion. They argue for the value of public demonstrations as critical
design interventions and position them as sites for participatory
speculation [29]. Likewise, although the role of film and documen-
taries for raising awareness of disability [35, 57] has been explored,
and video demos are promoted for teaching accessibility [24, 55],
little is known about what type of reflections are occasioned by
them.

To address some of the above mentioned shortcomings, we have
deeply engaged with demonstrations performed by VIP, collected
in empirical research investigating their use of technology [59]. By
analysing a series of video demonstrations we have outlined core
features that constitute them as demonstrations. These include 1)
different verbal and embodied resources for showing, using and
simulating the activities being demonstrated, 2) a variety of verbal
accounts providing detailed descriptions of the activities as they
unfold, 3) a staging process or meta-activities preceding the actual
demonstration, and 4) an overriding purpose of achieving a shared
understanding between demonstrator and audience. Thus, such
work serves as a baseline for the workshop approach in which we
explore the practical application of video demos in HCI research.

3.2 Design Cards for Communicating VIP’s
experiences

Design cards are a well-established method in HCI and design
for encoding and communicating concepts and knowledge [1, 79].
They further help to level the field between stakeholders from
different backgrounds by making the concepts accessible and by
fostering collaborative engagements between them [75]. Lucero et
al. [43] point out that the purposes and uses of design cards are
widely varied, envisioned to support stakeholders throughout the
design process, including but not limited to ideation and inspiration,
engaging non-designers, stimulating problem solving, developing
sensitivity or empathy, and iterating-refining-evaluating designs. In
the context of disability-related work, some toolkits and cards have
been created for encouraging consideration of human diversity
and promote inclusive design [36, 48], but as Shinohara et al. [65]
pointed out, these place accessibility as an ad hoc consideration
and do not emphasize social factors. As a response, they created
the Design for Social Accessibility method cards, which includes
six cards to help designers think of social scenarios experienced
by disabled people and encourage designs that are both usable and
socially accessible [26]. Thus, the deck of cards we have designed
aim to encompass the various layers in the experiences of VIP,
including social and situational factors. Rather than encouraging
the replacement of VIP, we used them as conversational prompts
between people with different visual abilities.

4 THE MATERIALS
The workshop structure was defined around two materials that
served as prompts to inspire and direct conversations between par-
ticipants. Although the video demos and design cards are highly
visual in nature, we believe some of the key features mentioned
above made them appropriate for online engagements, given the
Covid-19 restrictions at the time the study took place. For example,
the descriptive nature of the demos in which demonstrators ver-
balised their ongoing actions and the abstraction and conciseness
of the design cards for conveying information. We also created
different accessible versions of the materials, as described in 5.2. In
the following, we describe the content of our tools.

4.1 Video Demos of Assistive Technology in
Use

The first workshop material was a set of four video demonstrations
performed by different VIP. These demos were captured in a prior
research project investigating technology use by VIP [59] and were
selected from such dataset based on their short duration (i.e. less
than 2 minutes), and the simplicity, clarity and conciseness of the
activities demonstrated. We chose demos in which the demonstra-
tors were particularly descriptive of their actions as they unfolded
and chose examples that were representative of the technologies
VIP use in their daily life. The aim was to collate a small set of video
demos that could provide a glimpse of assistive technology use for
people not familiar with it or VI, whilst being accessible to VIP. Our
set of video demos consisted of:

• A partially sighted person demonstrating VoiceOver on mo-
bile phone.

• A partially sighted person demonstrating KNFB reader app
for reading print.

• A blind person demonstrating Seeing AI app for detecting
environment lights.

• A blind person demonstrating how to send a text message
using VoiceOver.

To illustrate them, Figure 1 shows simplified fragments from the
VoiceOver and Seeing AI demos. The faces and voices of demon-
strators were anonymised and closed captions were added to the
video materials used in the workshops.

4.2 VI Reflective Design Cards
The second material was created through a process in which high-
level categories were defined first and then items for each category
were listed [30]. The cards were then refined through discussions
within the research team. The categories defined and the content of
each card were informed by our own previous work [58] coupled
with past literature of VI. The cards were designed building on a
competencies-based approach which is focused on the skills of VIP
and their everyday experiences rather than on their impairment.
We further included social and relational aspects of their use of
technology [7, 25, 66], and common tools and locations involved
in their regular activities [13, 76, 82]. Table 1 shows a summary
of the five categories in the deck of cards: competencies, tools,
activities, relations, and locations. It lists all the cards created for
the workshop study. Each card consists of a title, a short description,
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Figure 1: Video Demos Stills: a) using VoiceOver on iPhone (top) and b) detecting light with Seeing AI app (bottom)

an image or illustration (adapted from the free image repository
https://pixabay.com/), and visual identifiers such as colour and a
shape. Figure 2 shows a selection of cards in the ‘Competency’
category. The full deck of cards is included in Appendix A and
will be made available for use via a Creative Commons license (see
http://doi.org/10.17639/nott.7231 for downloadable resources and
alternative formats).

5 THE ONLINE WORKSHOP APPROACH
Eight online workshops were conducted with 17 participants with
different visual abilities (blind, partially sighted, sighted) –2 or 3 par-
ticipants per workshop. Sessions lasted 90 minutes approximately,
and there was at least one participant with VI in each of them. Here
we describe its details, procedure and analysis.

5.1 Workshop’s Structure
The workshops were structured so that the demos and cards were
employed in conjunction for generating conversations around acces-
sibility and technologies used by VIP. Due to Covid-19 restrictions,
the study was designed to be conducted online. An overview of how
the materials were linked together is shown in Figure 3. Participants
were explained that these materials would be used as prompts for
discussion during the session. First, the participants were presented
with the four video demos as options, from which they selected
one or two video clips, depending on the time available. The demos
selected were introduced, played, and described in case they were
unclear. Participants were then prompted to discuss anything that
caught their attention from the demos and how their experiences

relate or differ from those in the video clips. Then, a ‘linear’ ap-
proach was used for introducing the cards to ensure the attention
of all attendees was focused on the same material throughout the
session. The cards were presented category by category instead
of all of them at once, and within card categories, the facilitator
went through each card reading the card title and, in some cases,
the card description. Participants were prompted to select specific
cards of their interest or curiosity to discuss in more detail. The
initial two card categories (Competencies and Tools) were used to
reflect on the demos previously played (e.g. what competencies or
tools were used, what other tools could support the activities in
the demos). The remaining card categories were used (Activities,
Relations and Locations) to continue discussing other everyday
activities by specifically selecting a new Activity card or continuing
a topic from previous conversations. VIP were given the option to
share some of their personal experiences in relation to the activity
under discussion, and then all participants were asked to reflect how
technology plays a role into them (e.g. whether technology is used
differently depending on the people or places involved). Besides
introducing the materials and asking participants to select topics
of interest, the first author sporadically took part in conversations
for helping to clarify doubts and elaborate follow-up questions.

5.2 Participants and Procedure
We recruited participants over 18 years old and that 1) had a VI; 2)
were accessibility researchers, students, or technologists; and/or 3)
researchers, students, or technologists not working in accessibility
but interested in the topic. We arranged sessions with small groups

https://pixabay.com/
http://doi.org/10.17639/nott.7231
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Category Cards
Competency (Yellow) Auditory, Tactile, Visual, Verbal, Spatial, Memory, Assistance, Visibility, Negotiation
Tool (Green) Aids, Devices, Features, Voice Assistant, Camera apps, Remote help apps, Navigation

apps, General purpose apps
Activity (Blue) Personal, Social, Shopping, Cooking, Work, Leisure, Housework, Going out
Relation (Red) Coresident, Close person, Assistant, Acquaintance, Customer Service, Stranger
Location (Purple) Home, Known places, Unknown places, Other

Table 1: Reflective Design Cards: categories and content

Figure 2: Examples of Competency Cards

Figure 3: Materials and structure used in workshops

of 2-3 participants to foster deeper conversations. Our only strict
condition for arranging the sessions was that at least one VIP were
to take part in each workshop. Participants were scheduled on a
first-come, first served basis on the dates of their preference; three
workshops (W5, W6, and W7) were conducted with only VIP, as no
sighted people were available for them. These sessions were em-
braced as potentially useful for learning about VIP’s understanding
and reactions to the materials, in addition to supporting accessi-
bility awareness for sighted people. In total, 17 participants took
part in the study: 8 blind, 3 partially sighted, 5 sighted and 1 stereo
blind (not perceiving 3D); 6 women, 10 men and 1 non-binary per-
son. Table 2 contains the list of participants, the workshop they
attended, their occupation and visual condition as self-reported, and
additional information shared. Participants’ gender is not included
in the table to add a layer of anonymisation for the non-binary
participant [61]. For the same reason, the stereo blind participant
has been listed as sighted.

The workshop study was approved by our university depart-
ment’s ethics committee and conducted by the first author. Partici-
pants were given a £15 voucher as compensation. Aiming for a con-
tinuous commitment to access needs, VIP were provided with the
materials before their corresponding session took place. The textual
description of the video demos and the design cards were offered
in different formats including digital (large print, Word document
or tagged PDF optimised for screen readers) and Braille versions
(if located in the same country as the research team). Participants
were also prompted to suggest their preferred videoconferencing
platform for the meeting. The 8 workshops were held online via
MS Teams, Zoom and Google Meets. Before the main activities
described in 5.1 took place, the first author made clear to partici-
pants that the session was not meant for following a specific design,
nor for collecting design ideas to turn into products, but rather
for learning and reflecting from the materials and personal experi-
ences. Moreover, the first author shared some key stances such as
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P WS # Occupation Visual condition Other info
P1 W1 Accessibility consultant Sighted Autistic
P2 W1 Psychology student Partially sighted Tunnel vision
P3 W1 Software developer Sighted Implementing accessibility at work
P4 W2 PhD student & occupational therapist Sighted Not familiar with AT for VI
P5 W2 Lawyer Partially sighted No central vision
P6 W3 Call centre agent Blind -
P7 W3 Lecturer & AT researcher Sighted -
P8 W4 Artist & trainer Blind -
P9 W4 UX researcher Sighted Some knowledge of accessibility
P10 W5 Software engineer Blind IT event volunteer
P11 W5 Retired worker Blind IT trainer volunteer
P12 W6 Retired civil servant Partially sighted IT charity volunteer
P13 W6 Sighted guiding organiser Blind -
P14 W7 Unemployed Partially sighted Hard of hearing and autistic
P15 W7 Charity intervention worker Blind -
P16 W8 IT trainer Blind -
P17 W8 Researcher Sighted Some knowledge of accessibility

Table 2: Participants’ information

not wanting to encourage replacement of VIP nor treating them as
spectacle. In the discussion we touch upon power imbalances and
different contribution by participants.

5.3 Data Analysis
All workshops were recorded, transcribed, and analysed using Re-
flexive Thematic Analysis (RTA) [16], a flexible approach for iden-
tifying and interpreting patterns of meaning. We followed the ana-
lytical stages as defined by Braun and Clarke: defining the coding
approach, data familiarisation, data coding, searching for themes,
reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, and writing-up.
The coding was performed by the first author, as in this approach
is common for one researcher to code the entire dataset. The first
author is sighted but has conducted research and volunteering ac-
tivities with VIP in the past, after having received sighted guide
training. Thus, we acknowledge that the first author’s understand-
ing of some VIP’s experiences discussed was inherently brought
when conducting the analysis. The data was analysed inductively
(i.e. no pre-defined codes were used) [15] seeking to understand
what kinds of reflections and interactions were provoked by the
video demos and the reflective design cards. The analysis was con-
ducted following a semantic meaning. Themes were developed and
collectively discussed and reviewed. By employing RTA, we ac-
knowledge that various different themes can be developed from the
same data depending on the research interests and lens employed,
thus it is important to note that in this paper we merely present re-
sults developed in relation to participant’s responses and reactions
to the workshop tools.

6 INTERACTIONS AND REFLECTIONS IN
RESPONSE TO THE MATERIALS

Through the analysis conducted, we identified 5 types of interac-
tions between participants in our workshop data: 1) Noticing and
relating to particular experiences around VI, 2) Asking about and

explaining the unfamiliar, 3) Requesting and giving technology
advice, 4) Recognising and exchanging experiences in common,
and 5) Adding nuance to technology use perceptions. In this sec-
tion, we elaborate on and unpack each of these interactions. As a
reminder, participants with and without VI took part in some of
the workshops (W1, W2, W3, W4 and W8), whereas only VIP took
part in the remaining ones (W5, W6 and W7). Participants’ visual
condition is included in parentheses (B-blind, PS-partially sighted,
S–sighted).

6.1 Noticing and Relating to Particular
Experiences around Visual Impairment

An interaction triggered between participants across all workshops,
regardless of their visual abilities, refers to participants noticing
something of interest in the materials, either by being a new in-
sight or a particular experience of their own. Expressions such as
“interesting” and “curious” were used throughout the workshop
study, mostly by sighted participants, regardless of their familiarity
with accessibility topics. In some cases, they provided further in-
sights and made explicit what was being learnt during the study.
For example, in W4 a sighted and a blind participants share their
thoughts after watching/listening to the VoiceOver demo:

P9 (S): Something I noticed, like a difference, is that we [sighted
people] don’t access the content in a linear way, however technology
assumes it, it keeps reading (...) And the other thing is the impact that
a minor change can have on a design, saying let’s say Apple decides
to regroup the options in a different way, change the screen. If you–
P8 (B): ((laughs))
P9 (S): –already have users that rely on a certain logic, you will be
affecting them more than able bodied individuals who can otherwise
look randomly at any spot, and I hadn’t realised that impact.
P8 (B): Yeah, very perceptive, [P9 name], very perceptive. I remember
they changed, I think between version 12 and 13 or something, and
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they completely changed the layout, didn’t they? They (moved) some
of the things to the bottom and how you moved messages and stuff
like that, you have to learn a completely different way of doing it...
So any minor changes in visual layout usually that help somebody
that’s sighted can often do the exact opposite for somebody that can’t
see...

This exemplifies participants’ insights generated by observing
and/or listening to the VoiceOver demo on how information is pre-
sented in a different—linear—way to screen reader users and the
consequences of system redesign it brings about. P9 mentions that
the technology “keeps reading” the content, compared to strate-
gies used by sighted users, presumably glancing and skimming.
Moreover, P8 recaps that sometimes less friction for some users
translates into problematic experiences for others. The above data
example illustrates how participants collaboratively reflected on
mainstream and assistive technology design and access of informa-
tion by VIP, based on insights from the demo and related personal
experiences. In here, we would also like to highlight P9’s statement
“and I hadn’t realised that impact”, a sentiment expressed similarly
by other sighted participants and even a couple of VIP that were not
familiar with the technology presented in the demos (e.g. “I actually
haven’t even realized that people could need that because I live
with sighted people” P2 (PS) in response to the light detection app
demo). Other examples of participants collaboratively reflecting on
the competencies employed by VIP in the demos, using the cards as
aids. For example in W1 after playing the VoiceOver and the light
detection app demos:

P3 (S): I think both have Auditory, because the first one was a screen
reader and the second one used sound to let the user know that there
was light.
P1 (S): I’m not sure whether the Assistance card means from just from
people (or whether) we see–– both of the videos, they are forms of self
assistance, to use the screen reader and then to use the light detecting
thing. Ways to help yourself.
P2 (PS): And I guess the screen reader used the Tactile competency
because you have to perform gestures and stuff and I don’t think that
the second one used that, but definitely the screen reader. And also I
was saying Memory because you have to memorize what gestures to
use and how to use them to perform this.
P1 (S):The Spatial one was with the detecting light, ’cause it’s about
knowing where you are in. It helps to give you a mental picture of
where you are in relation to the light sources. It kind of gives you
that awareness (of) ‘wait OK I must be here so OK, so window’s there
and so I know that the fridge is here’... helps like orientate yourself in
space.
P3 (S): We’ve been talking about negotiation before. I think you gave
us the same example, or some people may need to change the speed of
their voice [VoiceOver] to understand the message.

Although some of the cards were more obvious (e.g. ‘Auditory’,
‘Tactile’) than others (e.g. ‘Negotiation’, ‘Visibility’), engaging with
the rest of card categories, such as ‘Relations’, enabled participants
to think about concepts less straightforward at the beginning. Par-
ticipants across sessions reflected on the role of ‘Close persons’
and ‘Strangers’ as relevant factors in technology use and reflected

on how visibility or negotiation come into play. An instance of
that occurred later in W1, where participants talked about how
technology use varies based on different kinds of people around:

P2 (PS): I sometimes use my phone to take pictures of things and then
zoom-in on them if I can’t see something far away. But if I would be
working with students from my class, I probably wouldn’t do that. I
would just, ignore it or try to see it myself, ’cause I guess with different
types of people that fear of maybe not being liked.
P3 (S): Or maybe if you, if you are using a screen reader, and you
are with close people, maybe you use the speakers on, but if you are
surrounded by strangers, you may prefer to use headphones.

This illustrates how the cards contents engendered co-constructed
reflections on social and situational factors influencing technology
use. However, there were also a few situations in which the ap-
proach failed to engage participants in reflection as they could
not relate to them or notice anything of interest. In W3, both par-
ticipants could not comment much about the light detection app
demo. P6 (B) expressed not feeling the need to use technology
when the light state can be checked by touching the light switch
and P7 (S) agreed, stating that they had trouble imagining scenar-
ios in which such app could be used. Similarly, in W6 and W7,
participants did not find anything new or interesting in the video
demos, as they were all VIP and thus highly familiar with the
activities demonstrated. Nevertheless, they provided some meta-
commentaries about this being the case. P14-P15 thought that the
demos and cards could be more useful for people who know little or
nothing about the technologies and activities shown in them. P15
and P12-P13 also suggested existing websites or communities that
produce and share a variety of demos (e.g. Blind Life) that could
be potentially helpful for developers or designers wanting to learn
about assistive technologies for blind people.

6.2 Asking About and Explaining the
Unfamiliar

Exposing participants to the video demos and cards provoked an
interaction common across all three workshops with sighted and
VIP (W2, W4 and W8) with different knowledge of accessibility. In
these, sighted people asked questions generated by engaging with
the materials and their workshop partners promptly responded,
without being explicitly indicated in advance to do so by the re-
searcher. For example, in W2 the sighted participant had a series
of questions about the VoiceOver demo that covered basic func-
tionality and gesture standards across devices. The start of such
conversation is as follows:

P4 (S): I was just wondering how, how does it? How does it? Well, like,
how do you access that? Is it software? Is it an app? How is it set up
in that way?
P5 (PS): Believe it or not, like with the iPhone, actually it’s interesting
because the iPhone and the VoiceOver, it’s called VoiceOver, and it’s
actually built into the, it’s actually built into the operating system
itself. So, all you have to do is actually just turn it on and it– It’s just
there, it is, you know. And like–
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P4 (S): That’s interesting ‘cause I would have no idea that that was
even there.
P5 (PS): Yeah, and you know there’s a whole– I don’t know if you’re
an iPhone user, [P4 name] or not, but, if you are, you would go to the
settings menu on your phone and then you’d find, there’s a setting
called accessibility. And as an OT [occupational therapist] some of it
would be very interesting possibly for you...

The above example illustrates how the video demos provoked a
series of basic questions by sighted participants, indicating their
unfamiliarity with the technology. In this case, P5 not only answers
in relation to the demo but goes further to provide details that could
be useful to P4. We might wish to say that participants adopted—
although certainly not in any formal sense—something akin to
‘teaching’ and ‘learning’ roles here. Similarly to this, there were
other instances of sighted participants recognising something not
familiar or understood by them and opened up to ask about it, with
VIP jumping in to provide an explanatory account on the subject.
These instances include questions provoked by the video demos
such as VoiceOver origins (P4-P5), current capabilities of voice
control instead of using VoiceOver gestures (P8-P9) and how blind
people centre the phone camera to scan a document (P16-P17).
Some questions were also occasioned by the cards, for example
about specific technologies represented in the Tool cards such as
‘Be My Eyes’ app, covering what it is and how it works (P4-P5).
Lastly, there were a couple of cases in which sighted participants
asked about the terms or concepts used in the cards, for example,
P3 (S) asked about the meaning of the ‘Negotiation’ card. To clarify
it, the first author provided an example. Later on in the workshop,
both P2 (PS) and P1 (S) expanded on that concept for P3 (S), by
explaining how sometimes they have to negotiatewith friends going
to specific locations depending on if these are loud or crowded, and
consequently uncomfortable or inaccessible for them as partially
sighted (P2) and autistic (P1).

6.3 Requesting and Giving Technology Advice
Having no opportunities to respond questions or expand on in-
sights by sighted participants, workshops with only VIP (W5, W6
and W7), enabled other type of interaction in which one of them
explicitly asked the other for advice on specific technologies related
to the ongoing conversation. For example, in W6 one participant
takes the opportunity to ask for recommended apps for reading
printed text after the related demo was played:

P13 (B): I’m actually looking into getting scanner software at the
moment, so I was going to ask if [P12 name] got one.
P12 (PS): I’ve got about 10 I’ve gathered over the past, since retired,
so about seven or eight years. I started off with KNFB and progressed
through different models. They all come at different prices. The latest
one I got, the one I use most even for– I cook and things for myself,
so they’re good at reading what you’ve got labelled– is Voice Dream
Scanner (...) And the other one– I have a selection of them but I try
different ones. ((Mentions Eye-D, Envision AI, vOICe, Supersense)).
But the one that does interest me, which I have to buy a new phone
for, is something called Super Lidar, which uses the iPhone 12 pro
technology. It actually gives you–– even measure with it and you

can observe obstacles and things (...) But certainly, if you’ve got Voice
Dream Scanner, it does most of the, most things like that.

We might understand P13’s request due to the increasing num-
ber of apps that support VIP in reading printed text or detecting
objects—both human or AI powered; and as showcased by P12,
the time required to try different options and get a general sense
of what works for specific situations or personal preferences. For
example, similarly to what P12 mentioned at the beginning (“I
started off with KNFB and progressed through different models”),
other VIP (P14, P15, P16) agreed that KNFB reader (i.e. the app
showed in the video demo) is not one of the best options available,
as other apps are more accurate or convenient. Moreover, we also
noted that some VIP keep themselves up to date with the most
recent technological innovations such as Lidar (Light detection
and ranging) technology (P12, P15, P16). Participants mentioned
how they learn about technology through the aforementioned web-
sites and communities, but also charity organisations and friends.
Other examples of requesting and giving technology advice include
P11 asking P10 about GPS apps and smartwatches functionality
for navigating outdoors, when talking about the ‘Going Out’ card
and the various tools used for such activity, and P11 asking about
the existence of services that allow a sighted person to remotely
control their mobile phone for accessibility support. In addition,
we noted instances in which advice was given without an explicit
request based on the personal challenges shared in the discussion.
For example, when talking about their mobility experiences when
going out, P14 mentioned feeling uncomfortable or unsafe using
the phone and earphones while walking as a hearing aid user. P15
promptly suggested known available earphones that are compati-
ble with hearing aids, and advised to contact the Apple disability
helpline for consulting options.

6.4 Recognising and Exchanging Experiences
in Common

In other occasions, the materials prompted instant recognition of
experiences that participants found in common, and consequent
agreement or understanding expressions, as well as opinions and
feelings about them. This type of interaction occurred in three
workshops (W4, W5 and W6). An example of it occurred in W5,
as the two blind participants talk about the shortcomings of using
Siri for communicating with others via text message or phone calls,
after playing the related video demo (i.e. Sending a text message
using VoiceOver):

P11 (B): Another thing I found with Siri, sometimes when you got a
missed call, I say “what are the last missed calls?” and say “repeat to
me who the last missed call was from?” and she’s like “would you like
me to call?” and I say yes or no, but occasionally doesn’t ask and it
calls the person, and I don’t want to do that, I want to check before I
call.
P10 (B): Yeah! and that’s–
P11 (B): Did you find that [P10 name]?
P10 (B): Yeah, and that’s one of the main reasons I don’t use Siri that
much, ‘cause I’ll just get super embarrassed if it calls someone, even
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if I manage to hang up in time. I find if a piece of technology does
something that I don’t want it to do, it’s a bad thing.
P11 (B): That’s right. And then even if you manage to come out of it,
they will call you back because you–– they will find you called them.
P10 (B): Yeah, and then it sort of damages people’s expectations
around your abilities. Cause they’re like “oh he can’t use a phone”,
but it’s not like I can’t use a phone, is that the phone isn’t working
properly. And to be honest, all it took was a couple of times of Siri
doing that for me to sort of stop using it as much as I was before. I
don’t take the chance.

Although seemingly convenient for VIP, Siri and similar voice
assistants, have limitations such as inconsistently asking for confir-
mation of the actions to be performed. Most likely, the confirmation
message or the action underway are communicated visually and
can be detected and corrected straightaway by sighted individuals.
In contrast, screen reader users would take more time to identify
and stop the same event triggered by Siri. P10-P11 empathise with
each other and together expand on the social implications of Siri
calling someone when they have not instructed it to do so, even
if they are able to correct the mistake. Along those lines, other
participants (P5, P8-P9, P12-P13) talked about the shortcomings of
existent voice technologies such as inaccuracy, poor recognition of
a variety of accents and the unnaturalness of using a wake word
for every intent, which in sum have caused lessened use. Other
instances of recognising and exchanging experiences in common
include participants identifying tools that have provided very good
services to them such as the ‘Be My Eyes’ app (P10-P11, P12-P13)
or recalling the variety of mainstream and assistive devices used
throughout the years (P12-P13). We also observed some instances
of participants reflecting on their own competencies used in spe-
cific activities such as ‘Going Out’ and agreeing on the personal
and cultural perceptions of showing or hiding their impairment in
public spaces (P10-P11).

6.5 Adding Nuance to Technology Use
Perceptions

A last type of interaction driven by the materials, particular to W7
and W8, consisted of participants providing contrasting or oppo-
site accounts of them, so that different or diverse perspectives of
technology use were showcased. For example, in W8, the blind
participant reflects on the practicalities and assumptions of the
ideas suggested by the sighted participant after watching the light
detection app demo:

P17 (S): I found it interesting how light was mapped into sounds. I was
also wondering whether that’s themost effective way of monitoring the
state of lights in your house, or rather having something in your sockets
or in the devices themselves that is connected to your smartphone and
then tells you “Hey, you’ve got these lights switched ON and these ones
are switched OFF” and maybe being able to, either knowing which
lights are switched ON or OFF, or also being able to turn ON and OFF
from the smartphone app (...)
P16 (B): The thing with what you’re describing is it would require
some other hardware solutions that would have to be custom made,
right? I’m not sure they would really benefit a lot of other people.

Whereas those light detector apps, that’s exactly their purpose, and
it’s a very necessary thing for a blind person. We can turn the lights
ON and OFF. We don’t have a problem with that, but we don’t know
if they’re ON in the first place.

We note P17’s insights provoked by the demo, similar to those
in section 6.1, noticing the technology functionality. In this interac-
tion, however, P16 did not relate to or agree with P17’s suggestions.
Rather, P16 provided a sceptical account of the speculative com-
ment, indicating the cost-benefit and the actual need. Later on in
the workshop, P17 incorporated such reflection into a comment
responding to what other ‘Tools’ can be used to support the activity
shown in the demo: “Smartphones and homes equipped with Inter-
net of Things devices, but again, like we mentioned before, whether
these are the most practical or cost-effective devices, I don’t know,”.
Similarly, they discussed the cost-benefit of adaptive touchscreens
that conveyed visual information by tactile modality, that is, that
the elements on a website or app could be felt by touch (P16-P17).
Another instance of participants providing contrasting perspectives
on technology use occurred when P14-P15 discussed their personal
experiences when ‘Going Out’. P15 shared highly positive com-
ments about using professional video-mediated sighted assistance
via the Aira app for navigation outdoors and P14 responded with
concerns about confidence, safety and privacy in using technol-
ogy for navigation. Likewise, they talked about the importance
of finding a balance between sighted assistance and maintaining
independence when using their technology.

7 DISCUSSION
Critical reflections in accessibility research [28, 45], disability stud-
ies [31, 32] and activism [38] continue to point out and caution
against products and ideas envisioned by non-disabled designers
that do not represent the realities or practical needs of disabled
people. We have implemented a workshop approach for bringing
together people with different visual abilities; by providing support-
ing materials in the form of video demos and reflective design cards,
we have encouraged them to think and converse with each other
about technology, accessibility, and VI. In analysing their insights
and interactions, we found meaningful outcomes from employing
our approach, that we discuss next. Then, we lay out the roles and
exchanges between participants. Lastly, we provide lessons from,
and limitations of, using video demos and design cards as a vehicle
for thinking and learning about accessibility and VI, as well as
recommendations for researchers and design specialists wishing to
employ them.

7.1 Accessibility Gets Framed as Dynamic
The different types of insights shared by our participants, regardless
of how new or familiar were for them, covered functional, social,
and situational factors in technology use as VI. For example, how
information is communicated in a linear way through screen read-
ers and thus the impact of even small changes in the design layout
(functional), the impact in the perception of one’s abilities by oth-
ers when a voice-assistant calls someone by accident (social), and
how technology is employed differently depending on the people
around or the location they are in (situational). By this, accessibility
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was able to be conceptualised more as a complex and continuously
changing phenomenon, rather than a static status [10]. In addition,
some of the participants’ reflections touched upon the role of tech-
nology design, designers, and companies in making them accessible
and inclusive for disabled people, rather than focusing on new ideas
to ‘fix’ their impairments. On occasion, VIP pushed back on design
speculations or isolated accounts that did not seem practical or
attainable to them, as noted in participatory work conducted with
other underserved populations [33]. For example, considering the
cost-effectiveness of implementing IoT technologies at home, or
considering personal characteristics and feelings towards using a
mobile phone for outdoor navigation.

Although many of the insights collected in our workshops are ar-
guably obvious information for specialist researchers and users (as
evidenced by P8’s laugh in response to P9’s hypothetical scenario),
we see this as an indication of how little design specialists know
about VIP and the tools that they use in their everyday lives, even
though some our participants reported having some knowledge
of accessibility. Overall, their insights ranged from learning how
VIP use common technologies, most of which were new to them,
to considering the source, impact, and challenges of inaccessible
design. We think the value of our approach lies in how it engen-
ders such reflections; no matter how well-known this information
is in specialist domains, as for unfamiliar audiences these were
new insights provoked and guided by the materials and the expert
contribution of VIP. We recognise that the conversations collected
were directly initiated by the specific materials chosen for our study
and geared towards the topics depicted in them. Likewise, we must
recognise that the workshop structure, the facilitator input, and the
specific participants in each session also played a relevant role in
scaffolding reflections. However, the intention of this paper was to
explore an exemplary approach using topics that could be under-
standable by any participant, regardless of their familiarity with
accessibility and technology for VIP. Future work could explore
narrowing subjects and testing out other methods to deepen the
understanding of how to better promote constructive conversations
between groups with different visual abilities.

7.2 Shared Understanding across Different
Visual Abilities

As other approaches that advocate designing for disability, we be-
lieve that the work of sensitising and raising awareness with design
practitioners is crucial for accessible design [48, 52, 54, 65]. How-
ever, we depart from some of these approaches in three main ways:
first, we do not aim to producing a design outcome but primar-
ily encourage reflection; second, we purposely used open-ended
questions and broad basic themes, so that, the reflections were ulti-
mately user-led [37] instead of following a specific design prompt;
and third, we centre the role of VIP and their co-participation with
mixed-visual-ability partners [26, 63]. For doing so, we build upon
notions that interpret ‘reflection’ as a “perspective-changing account”
[6, p. 8], that is “not to explain what is known but to challenge us to
see in new ways, to generate new modes of engagement or ideas” [6,
p. 6].

In analysing our data, we firstly found that it was the sighted
participants who primarily engaged in such reflections by noticing

and bringing up aspects of assistive technology use they had just
learnt or found interesting; and supported by the VIP in the session,
those initial insights were further developed. We found the use of
video demos acted as an introductory piece for non-disabled partici-
pants, unlocking their interactions with VIP and allowing them
to be open about the subjects not known, no matter how simple or
basic their questions were. We further found that VIP consistently
positioned themselves and each other as expert actors [2], both in
the workshop sessions and within their communities. For the for-
mer, they 1) adopted a ‘teaching’ role towards sighted participants
who had questions they could answer, 2) gave or requested advice
to and from the VIP in their session, and 3) overall shared their
experiences and perspectives as a recognised common account or
in contrast to simplistic perspectives. For the latter, several VIP
highlighted their own expertise as trainers and supporters of others
in groups of VIP and close circles and emphasised the existent demo
culture in online spaces created by and for VIP, from which they
regularly consume, learn, and share. We believe that such resources
available online are a rich material not only for investigating user
practices and perceptions [62], but also for supporting the work of
outreaching and sensitising design specialists [40, 77]. As critiques
to traditional empathy-building exercises in design related activ-
ities, such as disability simulations, come up [9] and alternatives
to them are sought [72], we offer our approach and materials as
another option to continue moving away from replacing VIP in
technology design towards engaging with them, striving for build-
ing a shared understanding that is rooted in learning about and
from the other.

7.3 Lessons from and Limitations of Using
Video Demos and Reflective Design Cards

Overall, participants found the tools helpful to start and guide the
conversations; whilst video demos were a familiar resource, the
cards were a new concept for many participants. The content of
video demos was appreciated as "enlightening" (P4) by some and
highly commonplace to others. The cards were helpful to "add layers
of context" (P9) and "make you think" (P12). Moreover, the cards
were useful to convey key ideas from disability theory and activism
that were unheard of or not considered before by some participants
(i.e. Negotiation, Visibility). Yet, future work could further evaluate
these materials against similar resources or compare reflections
when no prompts are provided. We offer lessons and limitations
that can inform participatory endeavours with disabled and non-
disabled people.

7.3.1 Re-centring Participant Input. In an effort to frame VIP’s ex-
periences from a positive lens, the baseline of our reflective design
cards are the various competencies used in their daily activities,
rather than having the focus on their impairment. Weary of not
using disabled people as a spectacle in both our cards and videos,
we stated our concern at the beginning of each workshop, and
thus made sure that in every workshop at least one participant
was VI, avoiding getting sighted participants together to discuss
and speculate on their own. Certainly, we found the direct input
from VIP highly valuable, not only for teaching and adding nuance
to the conversations, but for clarifying indirect doubts or assump-
tions. In the context of this workshop, VIP stated being comfortable
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sharing their personal experiences, responding questions, and clar-
ifying assumptions, and some others obtained practical advice on
technology use. Thus, future work should explore how to lever-
age community building and peer-support through this approach
whilst mitigating burden caused to disabled educators. Their role
should be made more visible or explicit, and discussions about how
to better compensate for their work in meaningful ways should
take place with them.

7.3.2 Power Imbalance and Exploitation Tensions. In devising this
workshop approach, we had to grapple with tensions between
sighted-VIP participation and access needs prioritisation. Firstly, to
mitigate exploitation concerns, we focused the workshop approach
on prompting reflection rather than design ideation or concept de-
velopment. To avoid VIP to become a spectacle [9], we limited the
number of participants per session hoping to aid a one-to-one con-
versation, rather than an imbalanced personal experience sharing,
for example as done in design consultations that include disabled
guests among large groups of non-disabled people. Nevertheless,
we recognise tensions and imbalances are not necessarily absent
in our approach, such as in the accessibility of the materials. Al-
though they were highly visual in nature, we believe the provision
of adequate versions (e.g. videos with clear audio, Braille version of
cards) can alleviate access issues whilst engaging all participants
in the awareness exercise. Thus, we wish to stress the importance
of maintaining the closeness in the sessions, both in keeping small
groups and by stating expectations to the participants. For exam-
ple, by letting sighted participants know that their role is one of
learning, reflecting and engaging with VIP. Further, through
facilitation; while the reflective cards may seem practical for large
awareness encounters, we profoundly recommend a sensible use,
always in presence of VIP that can add upon or correct initial as-
sumptions caused by them. Lastly, by being careful that the cards
are not used to objectify VIP as source of inspiration for non-VIP
[81].

7.3.3 Future Disability Engagements. This study was conducted
online due to pandemic restrictions, thus was focused on prompting
verbal discussions. Co-located participants’ interactions, and more
specifically, engagement with physical versions of the design cards
both for sighted and VIP, remain to be explored in future work.
Furthermore, aware of concerns of disability oversimplification
[34], we aimed to provide a nuanced account of VIP’s experiences
by expanding our materials beyond functional abilities (e.g. by in-
cluding social topics in the ‘Competency’ cards), and by stating
that they were not comprehensive but should be considered as
starting points for conversation. Nevertheless, we recognise that
our cards and approach do not take into account how people with
different and multiple disabilities co-exist. Future research could
explore reflections by disabled and non-disabled people without
a delimitation by functional impairment. Likewise, we recog-
nise limitations in our recruitment, as participants in our study had
a required level of digital literacy for joining the online sessions.
Hence, future work should strive to diversify the participant groups,
and explore opportunities for integrating an intersectional lens [71]
in the materials and collaborative reflections.

8 CONCLUSION
We have proposed, and presented results of, a workshop approach
that incorporates the use of video demos of technology used by VIP
and a deck of design cards representing their everyday multifaceted
experiences, threaded together to stimulate conversations in small
groups of people with different visual abilities. In analysing their
reactions and responses to the materials presented to them, we iden-
tified five types of interactions between them, depending on their
visual ability, technology background, familiarity with accessibility
and VI, and the combination of such participants’ characteristics.
We found that this approach provided them with opportunities for
paying attention to unnoticed and unknown subjects and reflect
on their own experiential knowledge. With this work, we illus-
trate how HCI and accessibility research can take advantage of
the power of demos for participatory reflection, and contribute a
deck of reflective cards that aim to centre the abilities and layered
experiences of VIP.
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A VI REFLECTIVE DESIGN CARDS
There are 39 cards in total, grouped in the following 5 categories:
competency, tool, activity, relation and location. Each category has
a colour and a shape to identify the cards:

• Competency cards –yellow, circle.
• Tool cards –green, triangle.

• Activity cards –blue, square.
• Relation cards –red, diamond.
• Location cards –purple, star.

Each card consists of a title, a short description, an image, the
category name and the category shape. All images are black and
white illustrations. The following figures contain the 39 cards.
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Figure 4: Competency cards

Figure 5: Tool cards
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Figure 6: Activity cards

Figure 7: Relation cards

Figure 8: Location cards
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